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MAP OF MALUKU
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WELCOME TO MALUKU

The Maluku Islands are an archipelago within Indonesia. Thectonically they are located on the Halmahera plate.
The islands are known as the Spice islands due to the nutmec, mace and cloves that were originally exclusively
found there, and the presence of these leaded to colonial interest from Europe in the 16 th Century. Since 1999 the
region is split in 2 provinces : North Maluku and Maluku.
The ecology of the Maluku islands has fascinated naturalists for centuries. Alfred Russell Walace has spend a
large part of his study on the Origin of Species in the Maluku islands.
The island lie between the Weber’s line and Lydekker’s line and thus have a fauna that is rather more Australasian
than Asian. The Flora and Fauna migration between islands has been restricted, caused by the sea being a barrier
that can not be crossed. This leaded to a high rate of endemic species evovling in the region.
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AMBON CITY
Ambon is the main city and seaport of Ambon
Island, and is the capital of Maluku province of
Indonesia. This city is also known as "Ambon
Manise," which means "beautiful" or "pretty".
Ambon is the largest city in the Maluku islands and
is the central of Maluku archipelago.

Where to Go Out

SibuSibu coffee house
A typical Ambonese little coffee shop which plays Maluccan and Hawaiian music to accompany local snacks.
Snacks are placed on the table. Recommended are Koyabu cassava cake and lopispulut which is sticky rice with
palm sugar inside. Ginger coffee is a specialty. Located on Jl. Said Perintah 47

Kopi Tradisi Joas
Rich mocha style secret recipe coffees and slices of deep – fried breadfruit (sukun goreng). The place where locals
get together and talk politics.

Mollucas Bar
Enjoy the local alcohol (Sopi) and enjoy the original instrument of Nicky Manuputy, feel the moment with the lovely
people there.

Worshop Coffee
This coffee shop is located on the down town, if you want to enjoy the coffee pure americana just get there. There
is no wifi availbale there.

The City Hotel Cafe and Bar
Deluxe your diner and experience at top of the hotel and enjoy the food with sky city view. Foods are fariative there,
like chinese food, local mollucans foods, europan food..all complete and you could get there.

Neo Coffee
To feel the city of music this coffee shop is absolutely recomended. There you can enjoy the western update song
sing by youngest. When you up there your feeling brought you like at New York, alot of talented singers always
performance there. Foods and drinks are recomended, local mix with javanese

Where to Eat
Indonesia has some of the best food I have eaten in Southeast Asia and Ambon’s local cuisine is no exception.
Even if you aren’t a fan of fish, trying the local Ikan Bakar (barbecued fish) is a must! But the sambal that comes
with it is pure mouth watering magic. Called ‘colo-colo’, this version of sambal reminded me of good old fashion
salsa and I couldn’t get enough of it!

Beta Rumah
Is a simple eat house with Ambonese specialties, such as kohu-kohu green beans with grated coconut and tuna.
Or try papaya leaves and squid steamed in banana leaves. Located at Jl. Said Perintah 1.

Sari Gurih
It is a more Western restaurant where you can eat Moluccan Seafood. Fresh fish grilled or fried. Not so much
atmosphere but good food.
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Sarinda
Nice seating, Dutch – colonial windows, this is a great place to select pastries and have a coffee. Perfect for a late
morning fuel stop. Located at Jl. Sultan Hairun 11.

Rumah Makan Nifia
A superior pick and mix warung. Dishes are fresh and rotate frequently. Also have a tasty Soto Ayam. Located at
Jl. A.Y. Patti 66.

Kalua
Delicious kenari cakes of almonds and brown sugar can be found in local souvenir shops.

Lateri Beach Resto
Preserve you with Chinese food, seafood, fish grill, craps and fresh lobster. Located at front of SMAN 5 Ambon,
Lateri Street.

2 Ikan Restaurant
Foods available are Japan food, Moluccan Food, Javanese Food, Sea Food Mainly, and Chinese Food. Coconut
with brown sugar ice is recommended to try. Located at Lateri Street.

888 Restaurant
Good food with view along the bay of Ambon, grill fish is very delicious there. Located at Poka Street.

Wailela Resto
Attract you with the retro design and view of the city of Ambon. Moluccan food, Javanese food, seafood, mainly
are Chinese food. Located at Wayame Street near by University of Pattimura.

Dermaga Cafe and Restaurant
Maximize your quality dinner time there while enjoy the fresh cool of beers and the great food, cooked by local
lady. Located at Rumah Tiga nearby Dr Leimena Statue.

Things to Do

Nakamura Massage
This Japanese Spa is recommended when you want to escape the city center heat, hustle and bustle. It has rice
paper massage cubicles and relaxing massage and acupressure therapy. Jl. Philips Latuhmahina SK5/7

Hot Spring Located Tulehu Village
Recomended to have body teraphy there.

Place to Visit

Commonwealth War Cemetery
This neatly manicured cemetery was designed by a British landscape architect in honor of Allied servicemen who
died in Maluku and Sulawesi at WWII. It is built on the site of a former POW camp. It has huge shade trees, and is
a quiet haven away from town. Very impressive side which give a look at what did happen in Indonesia during the
WWII.

Benteng Victoria
This is right in the center of the city. You can only see this Fortress from the outside. The Fortress is used by the
Army.

Christina Martha Tiahahu Monument
Seeing a monument of a woman warrior gracing a landscaped hillside is impressive in its own right. But Christina
Martha Tiahahu was not only one of the revered Moluccan freedom fighters, she was also just 18 years of age
when she died. She has since been officially been awarded the title of Indonesian Heroine in honor of her bravery.
Christina fought with her father against the Dutch and also with the famed Kapitan Pattimura, in 1871, when he led
the attack on Fort Duurstede on Saparua Island. This proud warrior died, on January 2, 1818, from a self induced
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hunger strike after being captured by the Dutch and sentenced to exile in Java. January 2 is now commemorated
as Martha Christina Tiahahu Day

Masjid An-Nur Batu Merah
The notable Masjid An-Nur Batu Merah was founded in 1575 with many restorations over the years. The grand
mosque’s most recent restoration was in 1988 in addition to a new yellow and green color scheme. Located in Batu
Merah, you can not miss this impressive building as it is easily seen from the roadway.

Take a Swing at the World Peace Gong
The original World Peace Gong has a few explanations and timelines, including that its design was based on a
particular gong from Jepara, Indonesian. A gong which is said to be around 350 years old. The original World
Peace Gong was also cast in Jepara, Indonesia before it was struck for the first time on December 31st, 2002.
From there the gong embarked on an around the world journey as a show of peace.
Several duplication’s of the gong have since been created for permanent displays in various locations around the
world. One such location is Ambon, Maluku. Located next to Ambon’s Pattimura Park, Ambon’s World Peace Gong
has a significance closer to home. Ambon’s World Peace Gong was erected in 2009 as a reminder to all of the
peace and safety which has been restored to Ambon since the horrific civil unrest occurrence of December 25,1999.
It is definitely worth visiting.

Go to the Beach!
If you love a beach break, Ambon beaches are well worth visiting. The picturesque Namalatu Beach is located
about 15 km from the city of Ambon in the village of Latulahat. With a few covered tables and benches available,
it is a lovely spot for a picnic. Clear water and well worn coral rocks also make for easy tide pool exploring. Located
in the village of Suli, about 25-minutes from Pattimura Airport, Natsepa Beach, with it is white sands and calm
waters, is perfect for families with kids. But postcard worthy Hunimua Beachgets the award for the most beautiful
and was even chosen as ‘the most beautiful place in Indonesia’ by the United Nation Development Program in
1990. It is also known as Liang Beach because it is located in Liang Village about 35 km from the city of Ambon.

Wrestle the Magical Bamboo of the Crazy Bamboo Dance
The bamboo’s movement is supposedly under the power of a Shaman who makes it move according to hiswill.
After saying a few magic incantations and blowing incense onto the bamboo, the players (the strongest men in the
village) do their best to hold on to the bamboo. I regret not jumping in and giving it a go, but I think it was for men
only. It is fascinating to watch in real life, but here is a short clip to show you what it looks like.

Benteng Amsterdam
In Hila, the 1649 Benteng Amsterdam is an impressive, old, walled fort. Though the walls are obviously rebuilt with
concrete, the inner tower, with its brick floors and thick walls, is fluttering with residents wall.

Francis Xavier Cathedral
Named for the Basque missionary who visited Maluku in the 16th century, Francis Xavier Cathedral has a facade
crusted with saint statues and glimmering steeples.

Masjid Raya al-Fatah
The town’s biggest mosque, Masjid Raya al-Fatah is a modern concrete affair, its gold-and-brown onion dome
visible across much of central Ambon.

Trikora Monument
A 1962 monument to the 'liberation' of West Papua.

Soak up the sun at Liang Beach
Ambon is truly East Indonesia’s new Bali because it features tons of exotic beaches, including the stunning Liang
Beach. The pearly white sand beach paired with the crystal clear water is super awesome. It is no wonder that the
little paradise was once crowned as the prettiest beach in Indonesia in 1990’s. A good time to visit is from
September to November.

Escape to Nusa Pombo Island
Planning to go island hopping? Pick Nusa Pombo Island for an incredible island journey. Taking a mere 80-minute
drive by speedboat from Ambon, you will find this piece of tropical heaven excellent and relaxing. The best ways
to explore the island are by snorkeling and scuba diving. Enjoy the beauty of the underwater landscape, which is
loaded with assorted coral reefs, clams, and unique Mollusks.
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Break away to the iconic Pintu Kota Beach
Pantai Pintu Kota, meaning “the city of gate beach,” features incredible scenery, ideal for breaking away from the
small city. The stony and rocky beach is one of the famed tourist destinations — the hollow cliff is the main
attraction. If you are planning to try water activities to marvel at marine life, spots for snorkeling and diving are
reachable from the site.

Be impressed by the unique Wapauwe Mosque
Not far of Fort Amsterdam on the north coast of the island, the old Wapauwe Mosque is another cultural attraction
you should not miss. Built by an important Muslim figure named Imam Rajali, the site for praying remains wellmaintained and in its original form. The wooden architecture and historical objects, like a handwritten Koran and
bedug drum, are fascinating.

Forth Ferangi
Getting around the city to see varied sights is absolutely great. Your tour should start from Fort Ferangi, one of the
historical Portuguese sites where you can learn how Portuguese colonists occupied the island. Be captivated by
the large cannon and collections of valuable objects from the past. Then, be sure to enjoy the whole city and Ambon
Bay from a high point of the city.
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SAPARUA
Saparua is an island east of Ambon Island in
the Indonesian province of Maluku; the island
of Haruku lies between Saparua and Ambon.
The main port is in the south at Kota Saparua.
Saparua is administered as a single
eponymous kecamatan of Maluku Tengah
Regency, and has a population of 32,312 as of
the 2010 census. The inhabitants on Haruku
speak the Saparua language, as well as
Indonesian and Ambonese Malay. Saparua
was the location of Indonesian national hero,
Pattimura's rebellion against Dutch forces.

Where to Eat


RM Dulang Raja in Kota Saparua, an open sided Rumah Makan. The Nasi Ikan Telur is a good option (rice
with egg, tuna , tempeh and beans)



Try to find the fresh made Sago cake filled with brown sugar. It is only very delicious when eating if it is still
warm.



Specialty of the area is Papeda, which is a porridge from Sago. It come together with a fish soup.

Place to Visit

Benteng Duurstede
The front gate is often locked and you need to find the man with the key at the nearby house. You can visit the
fortress that has been refaced with grey concrete. Next to it there is a diorama. IT is quite dark inside. Lamps are
often not working. It gives the history of the local hero Pattimura who stood up against the Dutch in 1817.

Kulur Beach
Spent almost one hour to get there by car from the central of Saparua village. There you can do snorkeling or
diving from the beach, enjoy the white sandy and the spectacular sun.

Kulur Village
Explore the Incredible Cape in the middle of the village.

Booi Village
The beautiful country side village and explore the historical sites a Portuguese church since colonials time.

Ouw Village
See the local living style and make the homemade pottery and enjoy the culture.

Mahu village
Enjoy the afternoon coffee with Sagu cookies and explore the traditional making of Sagu.

Noloth Village
Explore the culture and enjoy the ancient of traditional house called it Rumah Baileo

Haria Village
Explore the original house of Kapitan Pattimura
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SERAM
is the largest and main island of Maluku
province of Indonesia, despite Ambon
Island's historical importance. It is located
just north of smaller Ambon Island and a
few other surrounding islands.

Sawai
Lovely located on the north Side of the
island. The climate is relatively cool in the
evenings because of the high mountains
right behind the coast bringing cool air.

Things to do at Sawai


Visit air Belanda with the boat takes 20 minutes from Sawai, there you can enjoy the coolest water comes
from under the cape



Snorkeling at Air Belanda



Visit Pulau Jodoh, a small and cute island in the midle between sawai village and saleman Village,



Visit sago plantation to see the locals doing their routine in earning money to stay on life



Explore the river of salawai, enjoy the crocodiles and the beautiful platation arround the river



Explore the birds conservation

Manusela National Park
It is located on Seram Island, and representing 11 % of the land of Seram. It is made up of coastal forest, swamp
forest, lowland and highland rainforest ecosystem types. The highest of the 6 peaks is Mount Binaiya at 3000
meter. Seram has many endemic bird species. Near Sawai is the Goa HatuSaka, currently the deepest cave of
whole Indonesia. At 18.00 one can see many of the small bats flying out in waves.
The major threat to conversation is Deforestation and illegal wild bird trading. Particularly targeting the salmon
crested cockatoo. This birds is now threatened because of destruction of its habitat and hunting.
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NORTH MALUKU
WELCOME TO NORTH MALUKU

The main islands of North Maluku are Ternate, Tidore, Bacan and Halmahera. Arab merchants began to arrive in
the 14th century bringing Moslem. Before the invasion of the Portugese the four sultanates were Bacan, Jailolo,
Tidore and Ternate Sultanate. Portugese start to arrive in the early 16th century and introduced Christianity. The
islands are formed as volcanic origin. Fishing is the main industry around Halmahera and Bacan. Cloves, nutmeg,
cocoa and coffee are still cultivated.
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Ternate

The island is dominated by the Gamalama volcano. It has a height of 1715 meter. By the local community the
Gamalama is believed to have many sacred values. Vasco da Gama arrived in 1521 in Ternate, followed by the
Spanish, the Dutch and the British. Here began the fight among the European powers for the monopoly of the spice
trade, which was finally taken by the Dutch. Two third of the population of North Maluku live in Ternate. The
business district lies along the sea, and there is a large Shopping Mall.

Places to Visit

Batu Angus Ternate
The road that goes around the island pass the Lava Stream. There has been a park with a path way carved
through the rocks. The huge Lava rocks are impressive to see, but otherwise there is not much more to it.

Lake Tolire
The entrance is high above the lake. You can not get down to the caldera lake, but the views are spectacular.
There is the myth that throwing something into the lake will never touch the water. Hence stones to throw in the
lake are sold at the stalls. There are small food stalls selling young coconut and Ternate special coffee (mix of
coffee, cinamon and nutmeg!)

Ngade Lake
A stunning viewpoit with the cones of maitara island and Tidore island at the back ground.

Fortress
Several Fortress are around Ternate, Fort Tolukko : A small Portuges fort with beautifull views in all directions. It
has no roof or doors. There was a secret tunnel which had to be sealed for safety reasons as it could collapse.
 Kalamata Fort
Built by the Portugese then conquered by Dutch. It has no significant attraction. It does have nice view of
Tidore on a clear day. It holds an important part of the history of the spice trade.
 Oranye Fort
This is a much larger Fortress. It is one of the historical place downtown Ternate. Some buildings are
families living from the Army. It is dirty and not well maintained.

Sultan Palace Museum
The sultan’s palace is worth a visit, for the reason that you can see everyting related to the history and real items
of Ternate Sultanate. The mystical crown of the sultan can not be seen. IT is said that the hair is growing and there
is once a year ceremony to take the crown out. With the coronation of the new Sultan this is displayed. It is not
sure if the museum is still open, as it was said to be moved after the death of the last Sultan.
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Sulamadaha Beach
Actually this beach is a black sand beach and not very pretty. You need to follow the Pathway to the North for about
15minutes to get to Sulamadaha Hall, which is a nice bay with calm and clean water and it is a good snorkel spot.
There is no changing room. Food stalls all the way along the beach.


Warehouses

Across the road from Oranye fortress you find some warehouses. Nutmeg and Clove from Halmahera are sorted
here before they are shipped to Surabaya. Ask if you are allowed to have a look. Only functioning after harvesting
time.

Where to Eat





Behind the big mall there are small food stalls set up. They sell grilled fish which is very delicious.
Rumah Makan Popeda Gamalama.Location, pasar Bahari Berkesan Ternate. Serves Ternate specialty like
Gohu Ikan (raw tuna with typical sauce), Sayur lilin (sugarcane cooked in coconut milk), Ikan Asar ( smoked
fish with spicy and sour sauce), Fofoki (eggplant in coconut milk) and Sayur Garo (sauted water spinach and
papaya flowers)
Rumah Makan Jailolo, located at Jl. Pahlawan Revolusi 7.
Specialty is Sayur Garo and Kasbi (thiny sliced cassava cooked with some spices untill dry), taste spicy.
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Tidore

Tidore has in contrast with Ternate no big city but is dotted with small villages around the island. This beatiful island
is just a few minutes across the sea from Ternate by speeboat. Like Ternate it is also an ancient spice-trading
sultanate and dominated by a towering volcano. The volcano Gunung Kiematubu has a perfect cone shape.
Unlike Ternate, which has retained its commercial and political importance as the main administrative and trading
centre of North Maluku, Tidore has slipped into relative obscurity. This means for visitors that while facilities are
more limited the traditional architecture, customs and historical sights have been spared from modern influences
and over restoration. Streets are full of flowers and white washed houses. Tidore is easily viisted on a day trip from
Ternate.

Places to Visit

Tohula Fort
This 17th century Spanish fort is standing on a hill overlooking Soasio from the south. A flight of stairs leading up
to it and a concrete path around most of the structures makes access easier.

New Palace
The original palace of the Tidore Sultanate has long time already disappeared. There has been construction of a
new one in its original loaction. Its look like a copy of the Ternatese palace, except it is with a blue roof.

Museum
Interesting small museum which moved to the new Palace, and no information if it can be visited. By November
2016 it was not yet open for visitors.

Village Gurabunga
Traditional village and starting point of climb up to Gunung Kie Matubu.
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Halmahera

Halmahera is the largest island in all Maluku, and by far the largest one in North Maluku province. Strangely shaped
with four mountainous peninsulas, it features active volcanoes, scenic lakes, unexplored caves and pretty off-shore
islands.

Places to Visit

The National Park Lolobata
The National park Lolobata is one of the most pristine and unvisited in all Indonesia. There is a high number of
endemic birds and a fascinating variety of reptiles.
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